En bref

- **Langue(s) d'enseignement**: Français, Anglais
- **Méthode d'enseignement**: En présence
- **Organisation de l'enseignement**: Formation initiale
- **Ouvert aux étudiants en échange**: Oui

Présentation

Description

Objectives: The accent is placed on understanding authentic documents (oral and written) and improving oral expression (aim C1 European level - Efficiency in a business setting). Business correspondence will also be dealt with.

Heures d'enseignement

Anglais S1 - TD

TD 16h

Programme détaillé


Compétences visées

Being able to deliver a structured oral presentation in front of an audience both in groups and individually.

Developing reading and listening strategies on authentic documents by gathering specific information.

Being able to express oneself spontaneously and clearly, interact fluently with others in various situations.

Having reached a grammar and vocabulary level allowing to express complex ideas in a text.
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Infos pratiques

Lieu(x)

# Poitiers-Centre Ville

En savoir plus

# https://iae.univ-poitiers.fr/